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We prove the following theorem in this paper: For any real numbers r l ,  r2, 
1 ~ rl ~ r2, there is a set .4 of strings which has nondeterministic me complexity 
n*2, but not nondeterministic me complexity n*l. The computing devices are non- 
deterministic multitape Turing machines. 
The motivation for this paper is the basic question posed in [1] of whether every 
problem which can be solved by a nondeterministic algorithm in polynomial time 
can also be solved by a deterministic algorithm in polynomial time. The question 
is precisely formulated and some interesting ramifications are discussed in [1] and [2]. 
In the present paper we by no means ettle the question, but we do prove a result 
concerning the class of problems olvable by nondeterministic polynomial algorithms. 
As explained in [1] and [2], the "problems" are coded as sets of strings over a finite 
alphabet. We assume the algorithms are executed by multitape Turing machines 
here, but the result would still hold for other natural classes of machines. The main 
result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. For  any  real  numbers r x , r 2 , 1 ~ r 1 < r 2 , there is a set A o f  strings 
which has nondeterminist ic  t ime complex i ty  nr2 but not nondeterminist ic  t ime complex i ty  n~I. 
Of course if we could prove that the above hierarchy result failed to hold, the 
basic question of equivalence of deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial 
algorithms would be settled negatively. This is because a similar (but stronger) 
hierarchy result for deterministic time complexities has been known for some time 
(see Hennie and Stearns [3]). We should point out that the diagonal argument used 
for the deterministic case does not generalize to the nondeterministic case because 
the class of sets accepted by a time bounded family of nondeterministic machines 
is not obviously closed under complements. 
Recently, Ibarra [4] has proved a result similar to the above Theorem I for non- 
deterministic tape complexities. His proof is based on a lemma similar to the 
"Translational Lemma" stated below, together with Savitch's result [5] stating that 
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a set of strings with nondeterministic L(n)-tape complexity has deterministic 
(L(n))2-tape complexity. Unfortunately there is no known analog to Savitch's theorem 
for time complexity (except similation results giving exponential time bounds), so 
our Theorem 2 below is necessary to serve as a substitute. The main work in the 
present paper is in the proof of Theorem 2. 
Notation. Let LN(T(n)) be the class of sets of strings of nondeterministic time 
complexity T(n). 
For the purpose of the following lemma, a function f(n) is real time countable 
iff there is some deterministic multitape Turing machine which for all n, with any 
input string of length n, will halt within f(n) steps with a string of length f(n) on 
its output ape. 
TRANSLATIONAL LEMMA. Let Tl(n ) ~ n, T2(n ) ~ n, f(n) ~ n be nondecreasing 
functions on the positive integers such that f(n) is real-time countable. I f  LN( TI(n)) ~-- 
LN(T2(n)), then LN(T~(f(n))) = LN(T2(f(n))). 
Proof. Suppose A ~LN(T2(f(n))), but A 6LN(TI(f(n))). Let c be a symbol not 
occurring in any of the strings of A, and let A' ~- {xc ~ I [ xeZ ] --~ f(] x [) and x ~ A} 
(here Ix ] is the length of x). We claim A' ~LN(T2(n)) but A' ~LN(TI(n)). 
To see that A' ~LN(T2(n)) , let xc z be an input string to a nondeterministic multitape 
Turing machine which is to recognize A'. The machine first checks that I xcZl ---- 
f([ x ]). This requires at most 2 '[ xc*[ steps since f(n) is real time countable. If 
the check fails, the input is rejected. Next the machine checks whether x 6 A. This 
requires only T2(f( [ x [ ) )= T2( I xc ~ l)~-T~(n) steps by our assumption on A, 
where n = [xc z I. Thus the total time is bounded by a constant multiple of T~(n), 
and this can be reduced to T2(n ) by the standard linear speedup results. 
To see that A' 6LN(TI(n)) , suppose, to the contrary, that A' ~LN(TI(n)). Then 
an argument similar to the above shows that A ~LN(TI(f(n))), contradicting our 
original assumption. 
The Translational Lemma appeared in different forms in [4] and [6]. 
RESTRICTED TURING MACHINES 
The argument to follow is delicate nough that it is necessary to give an explicit 
definition of the peculiar variation of Turing machine we will use. A restricted Turing 
machine is a nondeterministic Turing machine with two read/write tapes. One of 
these serves as both an input tape and work tape, and one is just a work tape. Each 
tape alphabet consists of the three symbols {B, 1, 2}, where B is for blank. The 
input string is restricted to the alphabet {1, 2}. 
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The machine operates under the control of a program, which is a finite sequence 
of instructions. Each instruction is of one of the following types: 
(1) Print ~i, where a ~ {1, 2, B} and i is 1 or 2 (referring to a tape). 
(2) Shift di, where dE{L, R) and i~{1, 2}. 
(3) Goto l if io, where I is a positive integer, i ~ {1, 2) and a ~ {B, 1, 2}. 
(4) Copy x, where x is a string on {1, 2}. 
The first two instruction types cause the tape heads to print or shift left or right 
in the usual fashion. Instruction type (3) causes control to be transferred to the 
instruction with label l, provided tape head i is scanning symbol a. (Normally control 
is transferred to the next instruction.) We will place the restriction that no single 
label l can appear in more than two Goto instructions in one program. The fourth 
instruction type will be used in the definition of g(x) in the proof of Theorem 2. 
See also the explanation before Lemma 3. The effect of copy x is for the first head 
to write the string x Space to the left of the square it currently scans, where Space 
is a certain four digit code. Thus if just before xecution of Copy x, head 1 is scanning 
the left end of a string y, then after execution head 1 will scan the left end of x Space y. 
Programs for restricted Turing machines will be coded as strings on {1, 2}. To 
this end we assume a distinct four digit string on {1, 2} has been assigned to each 
of the following 11 symbols: Print, Shift, Goto, Copy, Space, Label, 1, 2, B, L, R. 
We let Print be the 4-digit code for Print, Shift be the 4-digit code for Shift, etc. 
Each instruction (except Copy x) receives a code consisting of the concantenation 
of three or more of these 4-digit strings. Thus Print ai is coded Print ai and Goto l if 
ia is coded Goto lia, where 1 is dld~ .-. dk, and d 1 "" d k is the dyadic encoding on 
{1, 2} for the integer I. To label an instruction I with the integer l, we precede the 
code for I with the string label l. Since restricted Turing machines are nondeter- 
ministic, two instructions in a program can have the same label. However, we will 
not allow more than two instructions to have the same label. 
The instruction Copy x is coded Copy 1 x ] Space x, where f -~ is the code for 
the length of x; and ] x ] has length about 4 log~ I x ]. Notice that the string x itself 
is not coded, but presented "straight." The reason for including Ix] is so that a 
machine trying to decode the instruction will know when x ends and the next 
instruction begins. 
The code for a program consists of the concatenation f the codes for its instructions 
(suitably labeled). It is easy to check that the program can be unambiguously recovered 
from its code. 
Notation. M~ R denotes the restricted Turing machine with code x. 
A machine M~ R accepts anonempty input stringy on {1, 2} iff there is a computation 
in which initially y appears on tape 1 (surrounded by B's) with the input head 
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scanning the leftmost symbol ofy and tape 2 is blank, and the computation eventually 
halts in a distinguished label. (The first instruction of the program is the first 
instruction executed in the computation). If T(n) is a function on the positive integers 
and A is a set of nonempty strings on {1, 2}, we say Mx R accepts .4 with run time 
bound T(n) iff for each string y on { 1, 2}, ify E A then Mx R accepts y in some computa- 
tion with at most T(] y [) steps, and if y r .4 then M~ R does not accept y. Note: For 
the purpose of timing, the instruction Copy x requires I x I steps for execution. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a set A of strings over {1, 2) is accepted within time T(n) by some 
nondeterministic multitape Turing machine, then A is accepted in time [cT(n) log T(n)] 
by a restricted Turing machine, for some constant c. 
Proof. Suppose A is accepted within time T(n) by some nondeterministic multitape 
Turing machine. Then by the simulation argument given by Hennie and Stearns [3] 
(which is easily generalized to nondeterministic machines) A is accepted within 
time T(n)log T(n) on some nondeterministic wo tape Turing machine. This last 
machine will have a large tape alphabet in general, but it can be simulated by a 
restricted Turing machine with at most a constant slowdown factor by encoding 
each tape symbol on the large alphabet with a unique string on {1, 2}. The lemma 
follows. 
Notation. LNR(T(n)) is the class of sets accepted within time T(n) on a restricted 
Turing machine. 
THEOREM 2. For all integer constants Co, k ~ 1 there is a set A of strings over 
{1, 2} such that A ~L~c(na~), but A ~LNR(COnk). 
COROLLARY. For all integer constants k >~ 1 
LN(n~) ~ L~(n'~). 
Proof. Let A be as in Theorem 2, with the k of Theorem 2 equal to twice 
the present k and c o ---2. Thus A eLN(n6k). If A eLN(nk), then by Lemma 1 
A ~LNR([cn k log n]). But then A ELNR(2n 2k) since a restricted Turing machine can 
be programmed torecognize short strings fast using "table look-up." This contradicts 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the above corollary and the Translational Lemma, 
with the technique of Ibarra [4]. 
Let r 1 , r 2 be as in Theorem 1, and let a, b, c, d be positive integers uch that 
1 ~r  I a c < ~ -~ r~. 
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Suppose the theorem is false for r l ,  r2, so that 
LN([na/b]) = Lu([nC/a]). 
By the translational lemma, for each k >/ 1, setting f(n) -- n k, 
(,) Z,,([nka/b]) =
By letting k take on successive integer values between bd(ad) and 6bd(ad) inclusive, 
and noting ad < bc, we form a chain of equalities from (*) which shows 
Lu(n(aa)~) .= Ln(n6bc(aa)). 
Since ad < bc, this violates the corollary. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For the lemma below, the pair (x, y) will be coded by 
x Spacey, which is a string on {1, 2). We note that if we assume the string x codes 
a restricted Turing machine, then the beginning of the string y can be uniquely 
determined in the string x Space y. 
LEMMA 2. Let k be a positive integer. There is a "universal" nondeterministic 
multitape Turing machine M which always halts within time n 3k and for all nonempty 
strings x and y on (1, 2} and all positive constants c, if l Y I k >~ c I x t and Mx R either 
fails to accept y or accepts y within time c r Y 12k, then M accepts the coded pair (x, y) 
iff Mx R accepts y. 
Proof. It will be convenient to assume that the input tape of M has two read/write 
heads, which initially scan the leftmost symbol of the input x Spacey. It is clear 
from the main result in [7] that this will not increase the computing power over 
that of a multitape Machine with one head per tape. One of these two heads operates 
on the input string in conjuction with several work tapes to form a "clock" which 
shuts M off in exactly n ak steps no matter what else happens (here n is the length 
of the input). The second head initially copies x onto the "x-tape" in compressed 
form, and then moves to the beginning ofy. Thereafter this head simulates the input 
head of Mx R, using a second "channel" of the tape so as not to destroy the input 
string x Space y. The machine M proceeds to simulate M~ R step by step by referring 
to the compressed form of x. It is clear that this can be done with a "simulation 
factor" of about [ x ], so that t steps of Mx R are simulated in about ] x I " t + 4 steps 
(the 4 accounts for the time to read Space). Hence, if [y [k >~ c [ x I and M~ R accepts y 
within c[y  I ~k steps, then M will complete the simulation within T steps, where 
T ~< I x [ clY [2k + 4 ~< ([ y [k/c)" c lY  12k + 4 
9 ~<[y[3k+4<n 8k, 
57I/7/4-2 
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where n = [ x ] + 4 + [y [. Thus the simulation will be completed by the time M 
halts. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now suppose Theorem 2 is false. We then have constants co , k so 
LN(n 3k) C_ LNR(COn~). (1) 
Thus there is a restricted Turing machine M~o with code zo o which has run time 
at most Co nk and accepts the same set of coded pairs (x, y) as the machine M of 
Lemma 2. We will use w o to define a function w = f(x, d) whose value w codes a 
vastly speeded up version of Mx R. To this end we first define the following functions, 
which map strings on {1, 2} into strings on {1, 2}: 
(A) g(x) = Copy ] x [ Space xw o . Thus if x codes a machine Mx R, and w = g(x), 
then Mw R on input y will first change the input to x Space y and then proceed to 
simulate the universal machine M~o as if the latter had as input the coded pair (x, y). 
But M~0 on (x, y) does a rapid simulation of Mx R on input y, for suitable x, y. In 
sum, M~c~) simulates M~ R at a more rapid rate, for suitable x and y. 
(B) hl(x ) = WlX', where x' is a modification of x, and w 1 is the code for a restricted 
program W 1 which on an input of the form y2P causes the trailing string 21; to be 
erased, so that the result is yB z+a with the input head again scanning the leftmost 
symbol of y (and tape 2 blank). I f  x codes a program X, then x' codes a modified 
version X '  of X in which the labels have been changed to be distinct from those 
in W1, but as small as possible. The program W a is arranged so that in W1X' , control 
will be tranferred to the first instruction in X'  after Wt is executed. 
(C) h2(x ) = w2x', where w 2 codes a program W2 which transforms an input y 
into the string y2P, where l = [y 12 -- l Y I - -  1 if l Y [ > 1 and 1 ----- 0 if [ y [ = 1. 
Other conventions for W e and x' are as in (B) above. 
(D) f(x, d) is a function of two arguments: a string x and a positive integer d. 
It is defined recursively as follows: 
.f(x, 1) =g(x),  
f(x, d + 1) = g(h2(f(hl(x), d))). 
The reason for including the unusual instruction Copy x in our definition of 
restricted Turing machines is so that Lemma 3 below will hold. If  g(x) were defined 
to be a code with the same effect as its present value but using conventional instruction 
types instead of Copy x, then the length of g(x) would be several times the length 
of x. Thus the length of f(x, d) would be exponential in d. This would make the 
time necessary for the evaluation o f f  too great. 
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LEMMA 3. There are constants K a , K s such that for all d ~ 1 and all strings x 
of length at least 2, 
lf(x,d)] <~ Ix + Kadloglx [ + K2dL (2) 
First we note that there are constants Ca, C2, C~, such that if 1 x] >/2, Proof. 
then 
I g(x)l ~ i x I + c1 log i x I, (3) 
I ha(x)l ~ I x I + C2 log I x 1, (4) 
I h~(x)t <~ I x I + C3 log I x 1. (5) 
The first inequality is immediate from the definition of g(x), and the second two 
follow from the definitions of ha(x ) and hz(x) as follows. Recall that by definition 
of restricted Turing machines a given label l can appear at most four times anywhere 
in a given program. Thus at most a bounded number (four times the number of 
labels in Wa) of occurrences of labels in X can conflict with labels in W 1 . The conflicts 
are resolved by successively changing each guilty label in X to the current smallest 
unused label. The length of these unused labels is bounded by a constant plus 
loglx l .  Hence lx ' l  ~<lx[+C' log lx l ,  lx l  >~2. 
Next we note that given any positive constant D there is a constant D 1 so for all 
I x l~2  
l og ( lx l+Dlog lx l )  ~ Iog lx l+Di .  (6) 
(Just exponentiate both sides.) 
If we set ga(x) = g(h2(x)), then from (3), (5), and (6) there is a constant C so 
I gi(x)l ~ lx l+Clog lx l .  (7) 
Also, from the recursive definition of f(x, d) we have 
f(x, d + 1) = ga(f(ha(x), d)). (8) 
We now prove the inequality (2) in Lemma 3 by induction on d. For d = 1, (2) 
follows from the definition of f(x, 1) and (3). For the induction step, we have by 
(7) and (8) 
I f(x, d + 1)1 ~ If(ha(x ), d)] + C log If(ha(x), d)l. (9) 
By (4) and (6) and the induction hypothesis (2) we have for some constant Da 
If(ha(x),a)l ~ I x t + Czlog I x I + Kad(log l x l + Oa) + K2d 2. (10) 
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We estimate log [f(h~(x), d)l by using (10) and the inequality log(a x + a 2 + aa + a4) ~< 
log(axa2aaa~) <~ log a~ + log a 2 + log a 3 + log a i ,  valid at least for the constants 
ai >/2. Using this estimate we have by (9) and (10), for sufficiently large Kx, K 2 
] f (x ,d+l ) l  ~[x l+K~(d+l ) log lx l+K~(d+l )  2. (11) 
This completes the induction step and the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let Co, k be as in inclusion (1). Then for all sufficiently large constants c
and all positive integers d and all sufficiently long program codes x, if Mx R has a run 
time at most c I Y ] k2d on an input string y, where ] y I ~ c If(x, d)], then 
(i) R M1(,,a) has a run time on input y of at most 4~Co ]y ]k, and 
(ii) M~,d  ~ accepts y iff M~ R accepts y. 
Proof. According to the definition of w o (given before the definition of g(x)) 
the machine M~0 on an input string z Space y has run timeat most Co( [ z ] + 4 + ] y [)~. 
Hence the machine M~c~) has, on inputy, run time at most I z ] + Co( I z I + 4 + l Y [)L 
Now by the assumption in Lemma 4, [ y [ >/c If(x, d)[, and since by definition of f ,  
f (x,  d) - g(z) for some z with I z ] ~ [f(x, d)l <~ [ y l, we conclude M~.a  ) has run 
time at most 4~'c0 l Y ]~, for l Y I >~ 4. This proves (i). 
We prove (ii) by induction on d. For d = 1, f (x,  d) = g(x), so (ii) follows from 
Lemma 2 and the definitions of w o and g(x). 
For the induction step, we assume M~ R has a run time at most c Jy i k2d§ and 
l Y [ ~ c If(x, d Jr 1)l. We recall f(x,  d + 1) ~ g(ha(f(hl(x ), d))). Table I indicates 
input strings and run times for machines Mz R for various z relevant o this equation, 
R assuming that MI(~.d~  has input y. The run time bound for line 1 follows from 
the assumptions for Lemma 4. For line 2, the run time for M R with input y21 lhx(x) 
is the sum of the run time of M~ with input y21 ~ (namely, d o [y [2 for some absolute 
constant do) and the run time for Mx R with input y (namely, c l Y Ik~d+~) 9 
For line 3, the run time bound follows from part (i) of Lemma 4. The hypotheses 
for the lemma can be verified with c of the lemma taken as c + d o . Since the input 
to M~ch~(~).a~ has length I Y [2, we need to verify that M Rhtt~ has a run time at most 
(c + do)(] y 12) k2* (which follows from line 2 of the table), and [ y ]2 >/(c+ do) If(hi(x), d)[ 
(which follows for large ]y[  from our assumption i Y] >/c If(x, d + 1)]). We also 
note that since the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied, we can apply the induction 
R hypothesis to conclude Mlthtiz).a) accepts y21 t i f f  MRnx(~ accepts y21 ~. 
For line 4, we note that the run time for Mg, cz ~ with input y is bounded by the 
sum of the run time of M~2 with input y (namely, d 1 ] y [2 for some absolute constant 
dl) and the run time for M, R with input y21 l, l = [y [2 _ [y[  _ 1 (in this case, 
the bound is given in line 3). 
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For each line, Mz R accepts the indicated input iff Mx a accepts y
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Program code z Input string for M~ R Run time bound for given input 
1 x y c [y  [ ~za+l 
2 hi(x) y2P, l = l y [2 _ l Y [ - 1 (c + do) l y I k2a+l 
3 f(hx(x), d) y21 ~, l = l y 12 -- l Y [ -- 1 42~c0 l y 12k 
4 h~(f(hx(x), d)) y (4~kco + dl) [y 12~ 
5 g(h2(f(ha(x), d))) y 4~Co l Y I k 
We can now verify that if w = f (x,  d 4- 1) = g(h2(f(hx(x), d))), then Mw R acceptsy 
iff Mx R accepts y. It  is clear from the above argument and from the definitions of 
hl(X ) and h2(x ) that for each of the first four lines of Table I, the machine M~ R accepts 
the indicated input i f fMx R accepts y. Now if we take x in Lemma 2 to be h2(f(hl(x), d)) 
and c and y of Lemma 2 to have their present values, then by line 4 and our assumption 
on l Y 1, the hypotheses of Lemma 2 are satisfied, provided c ~> 4kc0 4- d 1 . Hence 
R by Lemma 2, and the definitions of w o and the function g, we conclude M^~s~hx~).a)) 
accepts y iff Mw R accepts y. Hence M~ R accepts y iff Mw R accepts y. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. The function f(x,  d) can be computed by some restricted Turing machine 
(with input (x, d) suitably encoded) within time Kd 6 ] x is, for some constant K. 
Proof. We indicate how a multitape Turing machine M can calculate f (x,  d) 
within time Kid 5 ] x I z, and appeal to Lemma 1. The machine M evaluates f (x,  d) 
recursively using the recursive defining equations for f.  According to the second 
defining equation, f (x,  d + 1) = g(h~(f(hl(x, d))), each level in the recursion requires 
one evaluation each of h 1 , h 2 and g. The difficult part of the evaluation of g(z) is 
finding the dyadic code for I z [, but any standard method for doing this can be 
realized on a multitape Turing machine within time K ' I  z 12 for some constant K ' .  
In fact, it is not hard to see that each of the three functions h 1 , h 2 , g can be evaluated 
within K212 steps for some constant K2,  where l is the length of their input. Since 
all argument lengths are bounded by I f(x, d)[ (where (x, d) are the original inputs 
to M)  we have, say, l <~ 1s d2 [ x [, and the time spent at each level is at most Ka d4 1 x [2. 
Since there are d levels to the recursion, the total time required by M is K~d 5 [ x 12. 
Lemma 5 now follows by Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 6. There is a constant 1<2o such that for all integers m >/1 and all sufficiently 
long program codes x, if Mx R has run time bound n n", then there is a restricted Turing 
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machine M,~ R which correctly simulates Mx R for all sufficiently long inputs y ("sufficiently 
long" depends on m and x) and has run time at most Ko ] y ]zk. 
Proof. Mw R is designed so that on input y it first computes d according to the 
equation d = [m log ly  I], and then computes x 1 =f (x ,  d), and finaUy simulates 
M R on input y. For this value of d, we have for c >/ 1 and l Y I >~ 2, 
[y ] I~1'~  C !y I ~2a. 
Also, if [y[  is sufficiently large, we have by Lemma 3 
[y [ ~ c If(x, d)l. 
Thus for sufficiently large c and ]y[  the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are satisfied, so 
that M n has run time at most 4kc0 I Y [k and accepts y iff M~ R accepts y. r 1 
M R with input y can be simulated on a multitape Turing machine with a slowdown 
factor of Ix 1 I; that is, in at most 4kc0 ly  I k "Ix1 [ steps. By Lemma 3, I xxl ~< 
Km2(log l Y [)2 [ x I so the simulation time is bounded by K 1 l Y I k+1/2 for some constant 
K 1 and sufficiently large l Y [. Thus, by Lemma 1, M R r on input y can be simulated 
on a restricted Turing machine within time [ y 12k for large l Y I- The time required 
to compute d = [m log[y  1] and x 1 = f(x,  d) is, using Lemma 5, small compared 
to this. Lemma 6 follows. 
A contradiction can be obtained from Lemma 6 by diagonalization. We note that 
a restricted Turing machine with run time at most K 0 [y 12k can be simulated for 
long y by a deterministic restricted Turing machine with run time at most [y [1~12~. 
Hence there is a deterministic restricted Turing machine M with run time at most 
[y I I~l 2k+1 which for every restricted Turing machine with run time at most K 0 l Y 12. 
gives a different output for arbitrarily long inputs. I f  we set m = 2k + 1 in Lemma 6, 
we find that this "diagonal" machine M gives a different output than itself for arbitrary 
long y. This contradiction shows our assumption that Theorem 2 is false is untenable. 
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